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Abstract 

Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are emerging as an alternative to lithium-ion batteries 

(LIBs) in the fields of medium and large-scale stationary energy storage due to the 

sufficient natural abundance and low cost of sodium resources. The enhanced 

electrochemical performance of electrode materials is desired to accelerate the 

development of SIB systems in order to meet the increased need for practical use. 

Vanadium chalcogenides (VCs), featuring with high capacity and excellent redox 

reversibility, are considered to be the promising candidates for SIB anodes. This review 

discusses the recent advances and the remaining intrinsic challenges in VCs, covering 

an overview of the various synthesis methods, modifying strategies and electrochemical 

performance. In addition, the perspectives for future research are also provided based 

on current progress and scientific understanding.  
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1. Introduction 

With the ever-growing energy demand and rapid exhaustion of fossil resources, 

energy crisis and environmental problems (such as energy depleting, global warming 

and air pollution) are increasingly severe that make the necessary to develop sustainable 

and clean energy [1-4]. Renewable energies, such as solar energy, hydropower, wind 

power and tidal power, have drawn great attention owing to their merits of natural 

abundance, green and eco-friendliness [5-8]. However, the underlying drawbacks are 

also perplexed, such as geographical unbalance distribution, gigantism of the 

installations and the intermittence of electricity supply, which requires an intermediate 

energy storage system to supply steady power output. Rechargeable batteries are here 

capable of providing a feasible solution for these problems [9-13]. Lithium-ion batteries 

(LIBs), among different energy storage technologies, are considered to be the most 

startling star because of their high capacities/energy density [14-18]. However, the high 

cost and scarcity of lithium resources hinders LIBs in the grid-scale energy storage 

system from further application and demands for an alternative [19-23]. 

Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) possess a similar electrochemical storage mechanism 

with LIBs, and some knowledge and experience gained from LIBs could be directly 

applied to SIBs [24-27]. As opposed to LIBs, SIBs have several qualities. First of all, 

SIBs are more affordable owing to the low cost, high natural content and easy 

accessibility of sodium sources. The second is that SIBs with lower redox potential in 

both aqueous (Na+/Na: −2.71 V vs SHE (standard hydrogen electrode), Li+/Li: −3.04 V 

vs SHE) and nonaqueous systems (Na+/Na: −2.56 V vs SHE, Li+/Li: −2.79 V vs SHE) 



can achieve better safety [28]. Third, SIBs can be of great chemical stability under zero 

volts without overheating and/or thermal runaway using Al as a current collector [29, 

30]. The fourth, however not least, is that the cost of SIBs can further be reduced by 

using Al foil to replace expensive Cu as the current collector. SIBs are therefore seen 

to be the affordable option and alternative for LIBs in large-scale energy storage. 

Traditional graphite anodes, however, can only provide a capacity below 35 mA h g−1, 

which is far from expected for use [31, 32]. Moreover, by contrast to Li+, the larger 

ionic radius of Na+ ( rLi
+  = 0.76 Å, rNa+  = 1.02 Å) induces a larger structural 

transformation and volume variation during charge and discharge processes, resulting 

in a sluggish kinetics and inferior battery properties [33]. Therefore, promising anodes 

with excellent electrochemical performances, like high capacity/power density and long 

lifespan are urgently developed.  

On the basis of charge storage mechanism, the anodes could be divided into three 

major categories: intercalation-typed anodes (e.g., graphite [34-39], titanates [40-45] 

and MXenes [46-50]), conversion-typed anodes (e.g., Mo-based [51, 52], Mn-based 

[53], Fe-based [54-57], Ni-based [58-61], Co-based [62-67], Cu-based [68-71], Zn-

based [72, 73] and Sn-based [74-77] chalcogenides and phosphides) and alloying-typed 

anodes (such as Si [78, 79], Ge [80], P [81-83], Sn [84], Bi [85, 86], Sb [87-89], Ga 

[90], In [91], etc.). A favorable cyclic stability and a considerable capacity of anode 

materials are desired to promote the development of SIBs for further commercialization. 

However, each of them has shortcomings that cannot satisfy the requirement. For 

example, intercalation-typed anodes exhibit superior cyclic stability while unobtrusive 



in capacity. With regard to the other two counterparts, though with the remarkable 

capacity, they are depressed by the unavoidable and large structural distortion that 

results in inferior rate and cycling performance. By contrast, vanadium chalcogenides 

(VCs, including vanadium sulfides and selenides), cover several merits to endow them 

good alternatives [92-94].  The VCs generally involve the intercalation and 

conversion reactions allows them to balance the capacity (over 500 mAh g-1) and cyclic 

stability. Besides, during the (de)intercalation processes, VCs with various 

crystallographic configurations (Fig. 1a-c), such as one-dimensional (1D) chain-like 

structure (Fig. 1b), two-dimensional (2D) layered structure (Fig. 1a), and three-

dimensional (3D) NiAs-typed structure (hexagonal, Fig. 1c) [94-96], can provide 

adequate spacing/tunnel for Na+ diffusion, which is beneficial for a rapid kinetic and 

rate property. Therefore, VCs are appealing to obtain the alluring electrochemical 

properties, in particular high rate capacities and long lifespan. Furthermore, VCs are 

made more mesmerized in energy storage due to the huge reserve and cost-effective of 

vanadium resources [97]. However, as the emerging anodes for SIBs, some important 

issues still remain ambiguous and need to be resolved. For instance, what is the 

difference between SIBs and LIBs in chemical and electrochemical process of VCs? 

What is the mechanism for the mass transfer of VCs in SIBs? How do the composition 

and structure evolve in the cycling process to form a stable solid-electrolyte interphase 

(SEI) film? What are the strategies for effectively designing SIB anodes for high-

performance VCs? This review summarizes the storage mechanism, challenges and 

effective modifying strategies for evaluating VCs in SIBs application. In addition, it 



provides the progress of VCs which have been achieved using as anodes for SIBs, and 

some prospects for future research. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The schematic crystal structures of typical VCs. (a) 2D layered VS2, (b) 1D 

chain-like VS4, and (c) 3D NiAs-typed V5S8.  

 

2. Storage Mechanisms  

The capacity utilization of electrodes is greatly associated with the electrochemical 

processes during cycling. A thorough understanding of ion transport in whole battery 

systems, in particular in host lattice, sets the foundation for the building of devices and 

the improvement of electrochemical efficiency from a cognition point of view. To 

maximize releasing the potential of electrode hosts, peering into the specific 

electrochemical reaction taken place on surface and interior is necessary. Besides, as 



for the materials design, the affecting factors in charge storage need to be realized, 

including sodium ions adsorption and reaction. Hence, the study in charge storage 

mechanism of vanadium chalcogenides is essential, undoubtedly. Similar to the most 

metal chalcogenides, the transportation of sodium ions would undergo more than one 

typed reaction (such as intercalation and conversion reactions) in vanadium 

chalcogenides, on the basis of the crystallographic forms and operating voltages. 

Particularly, the electrochemical processes show a certain extent difference between 

layered and nonlayered hosts. For the VCs with layered structure, such as 2D VS2, 

intercalation reaction is regarded as the exclusive reaction occurred during charge and 

discharge process. With respect to the nonlayered VCs, such as V2S3, VS4 and V5S8, 

conversion reaction between sodium ions and hosts would happen following the 

intercalation reaction in the low potential.  

In Table 1, it presents a summary of the structural types and sodium storage 

mechanisms of VCs anodes. In short, the electrochemical reaction in the layered VC 

materials can be interpreted as: VXy + xNa+ + xe− ↔ NaxVXy, where X is S or Se. The 

charge diffusion and storage in layered VCs majorly carries out along their stacking 

planes owing to anisotropic crystallographic character. This is hardly affected by 

geometrical morphology. However, the diffusion kinetics of guest ions are linked to the 

atomic distance between the stacking layers which requires an adequate transport 

channel. So it makes great sense to extend the distance between the two atomic layers. 

Notably, there is no structural transformation for such materials during sodium ions 

embedding and de-embedding. In comparison, the nonlayered VCs undergo a more 



complicated process due to their structural features with strong chemical bonding 

between interstratified atoms. The diffusion depth in bulk particularly affects the 

storage of sodium ions. This is a process of ion insertion which is comparable to the 

intercalation reaction in layered VCs. The difference with the layered VCs is that the 

influence of morphological configuration (shape and size) cannot be ignored, which 

make a difference in diffusion kinetics. Besides, the following conversion reaction also 

determines the amount of charge storage. The multi valances of cation (vanadium ion) 

and anion (S2− and Se2−) endow a multistep and multi electrons process during the 

conversion reaction. Simply, the reactions can be depicted as: VXy + xNa+ + xe− ↔ 

NaxVXy and NaxVXy + (2y − x)Na+ + (2y − x)e− ↔ yNa2X + V. In addition, some 

researchers also point out that only conversion reaction happens in nonlayered VCs, 

which could be written as: VXy + 2yNa+ + 2ye− ↔ yNa2X + V. For those nonlayered 

VCs, the reaction between Na+ and host lattice is apt to render an irreversible structural 

deformation, which can deteriorate the electrochemical performance.  

Except for the diffusion-controlled reactions (such as intercalation and conversion 

reaction), the faradaic pseudocapacitance caused by surface adsorption/desorption is 

another important contribution for charge storage. The corresponding reaction mainly 

happens on the surface or near surface of hosts. Hence, the increase of the specific 

surface area is beneficial to boost the contribution of pseudocapacitance and enhance 

charge storage.  

 

 



3. Challenges Toward VCs 

As the emerging anodes for SIBs, VCs have attracted great attentions and achieved 

gratifying progress in the fields of energy storage and conversion. However, there are 

still some challenges that have to be tackled:  

1) Poor electronic/ionic conductivity. Although the metallic VS2 is reported to 

possess good electrical properties, a large proportion of vanadium sulfides (like VS4 

and V5S8) is similar to other metal sulfides, with a weak ability of electron transport, 

which would lead to a poor electronic conductivity in electrochemical cycling process 

[92]. In sharp contrast with their counterparts, vanadium selenides exhibit better 

conductivity. However, the intrinsic conductivity of pristine vanadium chalcogenides 

remains unsatisfactory to achieve better electrochemical performance, in particular 

higher rate capability. On the other hand, the electrochemical reactions in host crystal 

are diffusion controlled, which are greatly determined by the transportation kinetics of 

sodium ions. The surface reaction of Faraday process on the contrary, depending upon 

the electronic migration of the lattice, is influenced by the reaction of carriers (ion and 

electrons). Thus, the poor electronic and/or ionic conductivity would result in sluggish 

reaction dynamics, as well as unexpected electrochemical polarization and speedy 

capacity decay in charge/discharge process. Hence, it is indispensable to improve the 

electrons and ions transportation in the interior of electrodes. 

2) Large volume change. SIBs can be charged and discharged simply as the entry 

and exit of sodium ions from host materials. However, the large ionic radius of Na+ 

undoubtedly lead to structure change of active materials. For the intercalation-typed 



anodes, an aggregation or collapsing of nanostructures rather than large volume change 

is trend to come out due to their crystallographic natures, thus, inducing a capacity 

fading during the reaction. It will decrease the specific surface area and increase the 

diffusion resistance to handicap the charge and discharge. With respect to nonlayered 

vanadium chalcogenides, larger volume change is ineluctable for the structural 

deformation in conversion reaction, which leads to several passive influences. For 

example, the cracks or pulverization is apt to take place, resulting in the separation of 

active materials from current collector. The repetitive formation of fresh SEI layer 

induced by cracks will also contribute to the decrease in the cycling performance. In 

addition, the crack or pulverization also hinder ions diffusion, which aggravates the 

reaction kinetics and rate performance. 

3) Unstable SEI layer. Stable SEI electrode layers are often preferred for alkaline 

metal ion batteries, including LIBs, SIBs and K-ion batteries (KIBs), during cycling. 

Though initially formed in activation stage, large volume change and fast ingress/egress 

of ions are easy to destroy the integrality of SEI. On the one hand, new SEI film would 

form on the fresh surface exposed by volume change. On the other hand, long time 

embedding and de-embedding of ions, especially at large current density, could further 

damage the SEI film that worsens the cycling performance. Thus, it is a contradiction 

and competition in the formation and destruction of SEI layer during the 

electrochemical process.  

Apart from the above-mentioned challenges toward VCs, another problem 

common in most of metal sulfides should also be mentioned. Due to the multistep and 



multi electrons process in the conversion reaction, the disreputable polysulfides (Na2Sx, 

4 ≤ x ≤ 8) might arise in vanadium sulfides [29]. The dissolving of polysulfides in 

electrolyte leads to the sulfur shuttling across separators to cathodic side, which will 

decrease the utilization of capacity. So it is another task which should be taken into 

consideration and settled to reduce/eliminate unwanted side reactions. 

  

4. Modification Strategies for VCs Anodes 

The modification strategies for VCs are proposed to solve the above-mentioned 

problems and achieve high-performance anodes for SIBs. In this section, several topics 

focused on the materials design and process optimization are discussed.  

4.1. Engineering for Electrode Host 

In above section, we have pointed out that it has an intimate connection between 

electrochemical performance and the storage mechanism of VCs, as well as the reaction 

dynamics. From the point of view on material design, all the countermeasures to 

promote reaction and accelerate charge diffusion may make sense. Especially, 

morphology design, composite construction and lattice engineering are commonly 

applied strategies, recently. In Fig. 2, a schematic illustration of the mentioned design 

strategies for VCs is presented. 

 



 

Fig. 2. A summary of modification strategies for enhancing the electrochemical 

properties of VCs anodes for SIBs. 

 

4.1.1 Morphology design. So far, one of the most popular methods using for 

boosting battery performance is to construct nanostructured materials. By decreasing 

the dimensional size to nanoscale, the specific surface area of host materials is greatly 

enhanced to endow more active sites and contribute more extrinsic faradaic 

pseudocapacitance on the surface or near surface [98, 99]. The more surface electrode 

it holds, the higher ion adsorption and greater charge storage leads to. Apart from the 

improvement in capacity, the ameliorating in dynamics is also conspicuous. According 

to Fick’s law, diffusion time of ions has a negative correlation with ion diffusion length, 

which is expressed as τ ~ 
𝐿2

𝐷
 (where τ, L and D represent diffusion time of ions, 

diffusion coefficient in host lattice, and diffusion length, respectively). Hence, 

nanocrystallization shortens the ions diffusion time to achieve better rate performance. 

To optimize the morphology of active materials, it can build different nanostructures, 



such as 1D nanowires/nanotubes [100-104], 2D nanosheets/nanoplates/nanoflakes 

[105-108] and 3D nanospheres/nanocubes [109-113] on the basis of its crystallographic 

characteristics and charge diffusion traits [114-117]. In general, to the materials bonded 

with weak Van der Waals’ force between two stacking layers, nanosheets are trend to 

be preferential choice in most configurations. For example, using a facile 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) assisted method, Sun et al. synthesized a novel layer-by-

layer VS2 stacked nanosheets (VS2-SNSs) [118]. Similarly, Yu and co-workers 

achieved hierarchical flower-like VS2 nanosheets by hydrothermal method [94]. Both 

VS2-SNSs and VS2 nanosheets exhibited high capacity delivering and infusive rate 

performance in practical testing. Besides, the similar designs are also conducted for its 

counterparts, including VS4 and VSe2. By controlling the reaction time using a 

solvothermal method, Yang et al. successfully prepared a uniform VS4 nanosheets, 

which delivered a high reversible capacity of 472 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles at 0.2 A g−1 

as the anode for SIBs [119]. Assisted by the stabilization of N-methyl pyrrolidone 

(NMP), Ming et al. obtained metallic graphene-like VSe2 nanosheet assemblies (NSA) 

that delivered a capacity of 571 mA h g−1 at 100 mA g−1 for sodium storage [120]. 

Other than simple nanocrystallization, more solicitudes are devoted to building 3D 

self-assembled hierarchical or architectural nanostructures [71, 121-123]. The 

assembled nanostructures, however, can have a high compaction density which may 

lead to greater energy density in volume. Larger specific surface area of 3D 

hierarchical/architectural nanostructures leads to more ions adsorption on the surface, 

resulting in larger contribution of faradaic pseudocapacitance. Moreover, the 3D nano-



structural frameworks provide access for contacting with electrolyte, as well as void to 

accommodate volume change. Hence, more attempts are proposed to design self-

assembled nanostructures, such as 3D hierarchical nanosheets, cross-linked 

nanowires/nanosheets, well-aligned porous nanostructures and so on. Zhou et al. 

designed hierarchical VS2 nanosheet assemblies (NSA) [124], convincing that VS2 

NSA had a higher mass specific capacity and superior cycling performance. Yu et al. 

designed a hierarchical flower-like VS2 nanosheets, which exhibited superior capacity 

and rate capacities [94]. Further research based on quantitative kinetic analysis 

disclosed that it was attributed to the high contribution of pseudocapacitance at different 

scan rates (75% and 92% at 0.2 and 10 mV s−1 respectively). Similarly, Wang et al. 

synthesized hierarchical VS2 nanosheets through a solvothermal process [125]. The 

hierarchical VS2 nanosheets delivered an impressive capacity as high as 720 mA h g−1 

at 0.2 A g−1. It was verified that the outstanding electrochemical performance was 

originated from their special 3D hierarchical structure which could provide sufficient 

space to buffer volume variation caused by the intercalation/de-intercalation of sodium 

ions and increase the contact area between the electrolyte and active materials. 

Using a one-pot and additive-free solvothermal process, Wang et al. developed 

hierarchical VS2 spheres which were assembled by porous nanosheets [125]. When 

applying as an anode for SIBs, it delivered a high capacity of 720 mA h g−1 at a current 

density of 0.2 A g−1 after 100 cycles and exhibited a superior rate performance, which 

attained a capacity of 479 mA h g−1 at 5 A g−1. Based on the density functional theory 

(DFT) calculations, it confirmed that the excellent electrochemical performance was 



resulted from the synergistic effects of metallic nature of ultrathin VS2 nanosheets and 

their hierarchical spherical structure. In addition to being a reservoir for ions and 

electrolytes with shortening diffusion lengths, the unique 3D architectures may provide 

ample interspace to mitigate changes in volume during the electrochemical reaction 

process. Besides, hairy spherical VS4 composed of helical nanowires were prepared by 

Ding et al. through a simple templated hydrothermal method [126]. As the anode for 

SIBs, hairball-like VS4 showed high reversible capacities, excellent electrochemical 

performance at room temperature, as well as at 0 °C.  

4.1.2 Composition tailoring. So far, it is well cognized that the contributions of 

battery capacity are constituted by two segments, corresponding to diffusion controlled 

process (such as intercalation, conversion, and alloying reaction) and pseudocapacitive 

charge storage (including intrinsic intercalation pseudocapacitance happened in body 

and extrinsic faradaic pseudocapacitance took place at surface/near surface). In 

principle, the reactions require both electrons and sodium ions to participate in, 

suggesting that the transportation of either one would make a difference for 

electrochemical course. Thus, any initiatives to enhance the electrical and/or ionic 

conductivity are conducive to encourage the phlegmatic kinetics. For instance, it is 

common but resultful to combine with conductive materials, such as carbonaceous 

materials (graphene, reduced graphene oxide/rGO, nanotubes, and amorphous carbon) 

and metals [75, 100, 127, 128]. One thing is that the conducting materials, especially 

carbon components, can simultaneously buffer the volume change and enhance 

electrical conductivity. The conductive materials also play the part of a continuous or 



interlinked structure to increase surface areas, active areas and shorten the 

ionic/electronic migration pathways. Thus, it is widely to modify the active materials 

in the fields of energy conversion and storage. Taking VS4 as an example, Sun et al. 

prepared the VS4/rGO composite for the first time and studied its electrochemical 

properties [129], which demonstrated that rGO in the composite had a synergistic effect 

for significantly stabilizing the electrochemical performance of active materials. Zhou 

et al. successfully synthesized VS4 nanoparticles with amorphous carbon-coated 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs@a-C) as a scaffold through a simple 

solvothermal reaction [130]. Further battery measurements verified that such structures 

were beneficial for the charge-transfer kinetics for interparticle and intraparticle to 

achieve excellent electrochemical properties. Aside from hybridizing with 

carbonaceous material or conductive matrix, heteroatoms doping or heterojunctions 

(core/shell or sandwich structure) construction are also employed in many cases [131-

135]. The contacting with hetero constituent supports more arena to accept ions at 

interface, which can boost the charge storage and stabilize structural transformation. 

Liao et al. reported Na2Ti2O5 nanowire arrays coated VS2 nanosheets (NTO-VS2) with 

higher capacity, rate capability, and better stability than either single phase [136]. 

4.1.3 Lattice engineering. In terms of those layered materials, the diffusion barrier 

is closely linked with the interlayer spacing between stacking atom layers. Larger 

interlamellar spacing means more storage sites and faster diffusion in Faradaic process. 

It is therefore anticipated that new methods will be explored to expand the interlayer 

spacing or weaken the strength of Van der Waals forces [137-140]. For example, by 



introducing 2-ethylhexylamine in solvent, Xue et al. in-situ broadened the d-spacing of 

(001) plane from 5.73 to 9.93 Å [141]. Electrochemical tests carried in rechargeable 

magnesium batteries revealed that the expanded VS2 realized a superior performance 

in contrast with those untreated. In-depth analysis disclosed that the wider interspacing 

induced fast charge diffusivity played the determinant role. Using in-situ chemical 

etching approach, Li et al. enlarged the d(001) of VS2 microrods to 6.18 Å [142]. Further 

electrochemical tests performed in SIBs verified that the larger interlayer spacing 

enhanced the intercalation kinetic for sodium storage and improved the rate 

performance. Similar results are also realized in other vanadium-based materials, such 

as V2O5. By employing polyaniline as the reaction assistant in the growth process, Liu 

et al. remarkly expanded the (001) interlayer spacing of V2O5 (from 4.38 to 13.90 Å) 

[143]. Correspondingly, the zinc storage, rate capacities and reaction kinetics were 

significantly improved when applied for zinc-ion batteries. In addition, the larger 

interlayer spacing or interior channel with respect to nonlayered VCs indicates lower 

diffusion barrier, which also leads to a rapid kinetic reaction.  

 

4.2 Technical Optimization 

Apart from the morphology and structure of active materials, some factors would 

also kick in during the stages of battery preparation and measurement. Particularly, the 

choice of binder and electrolyte, and the optimization of voltage range make an impact 

on the output of electrochemical performances. 

4.2.1 Binder and electrolyte. Binders act as an essential role in electrode 



fabrication to joint multi components, including active composition, current collector 

and additives. Thus, the choice of binders would determine the integration of electrode 

and electron transferring between materials and current collector. Generally, oleophilic 

poly(vinylidenefluoride) (PVDF) is universally used for most electrode materials, such 

as metal chalcogenides, metal/alloy and various carbon materials [29]. Anything else, 

those hydrophilic binders, like heattreated polyacrylonitrile (PAN), carboxyl methyl 

cellulose (CMC), polyimide (PI) and sodium alginate (NaAlg), are also considerable 

options. In order to achieve better cycling stability, it is anticipate to possess stronger 

interaction between binder and electrode materials. Conventional PVDF binder, with 

weak van der Waals’ interaction between them, can hardly realize its function well for 

many metal chalcogenides. By contrast, hydrophilic binders (e.g., CMC and PAN) can 

form stronger hydrogen bonds with those electrode materials, endowing superior 

cycling stability and better tolerance to structural transformation. The as-used 

electrolytes including salts and solvents as well as additives, which influence the 

stability of solvent salts and the reaction energy barrier, are another fundamental, but 

important element. Moreover, an optimized electrolyte composition will be 

implemented for the formation of a uniform/stable SEI layer and the reduction of side 

reactions. Recently, due to the high dielectric constants, wide electrochemical stability 

windows and low volatilities, the carbonate solvents or ester-based electrolytes, such 

as ethylene carbonate (EC), diethylcarbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), 

propylene carbonate (PC) and methyl ethyl carbonate (EMC) are widely employed [30, 

144, 145]. However, they also possess several shortcomings, specifically as low initial 



coulombic efficiency (ICE) and side reactions. Thus, ether-based electrolytes, including 

dimethyl ether (DME), diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (DEGDME), and tetraethylene 

glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME), become considerable alternatives. Comparatively 

speaking, ether-based electrolytes exhibit advantages on electrochemical activity and 

stable SEI films, obtaining electrochemical reaction efficiency and stability [146-149]. 

In addition, it is also put forward that ether-based electrolytes have potential to improve 

the electrochemical performance of metal/alloy and metal chalcogenides. However, 

electrolytes still need to be chosen to take full account of different factors, such as ion 

diffusion, SEI layer formation, side reaction and electrolyte decomposition.  

4.2.2 Voltage range. As is mentioned above, the crystallographic configuration of 

anodes would make a difference for their storage mechanism, leading to different 

reactions in electrochemical process. In the discharge stage, popularly, an intercalation 

reaction with no structural deformation is executed at high potential. Normally, it can 

achieve decent rate properties and stable cycling while may less capacity delivering (for 

conversion-typed anodes) in this phase. Afterwards, the conversion reaction between 

sodium ion and active component  is happened, which leads to a large volume 

variation and incompetent cyclic stability. Other than the conventional electrochemical 

reaction with charge storage, the disintegration of electrolytes might occur at high or 

low potential, dispiriting cycling performance irrevocably. Generally, higher capacity 

utilization can realize within a wider voltage range, while a narrower voltage range is 

beneficial to achieving better rate performance. For example, by selecting the 

measurement in the voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V, Zhou et al. confirmed that the VS2 



exhibited capacities as high as 700 and 550 mA h g−1 at 0.1 and 1.0 A h g−1, respectively 

[124]. Controlling the cut-off voltage to 0.3 V (0.3–3.0 V), Yu et al. reported that VS2 

delivered an impressive discharge capacity of 277 mA h g−1 at 20 A g−1 [94]. Therefore, 

a majorization of voltage range is consequential and necessary.  

 

5. Vanadium Sulfides and Selenides 

In this section, the progress of vanadium sulfides and vanadium selenides as SIBs 

anodes is discussed and summarized (Table 2).  

5.1 Vanadium Sulfides 

Owing to the rich valance states, vanadium sulfides are a large family that covers 

varieties compounds based on the different stoichiometric ratio of V and S, such as VS, 

VS2, VS4, V2S3, V3S4, V5S4, V5S8 and V7S8, etc. Besides, the diversity in 

crystallographic forms is also verified, which contains hexagonal, orthorhombic, 

monoclinic and tetragonal structures. These features provide large amount choice for 

Na+ storage. 

5.1.1 VS2. As one of the typical transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), VS2 was 

firstly discovered in 1970s. The crystal structure of VS2 is similar to graphene/MoS2, 

which the atomic arrangement is made up of the sandwiched configuration of a metal 

vanadium between two sulfide layers (S-V-S). These units bond together with weak 

Van der Waals’ force, forming the ultimate structure with the interlamellar spacing of 

5.76 Å. More specifically, it has two polymorphs, namely 2H and 1T (H and T represent 

hexagonal and trigonal, respectively). Moreover, VS2 has a metallic nature, endowing 



it a good transportation for electrons and/or ions [150]. On the basis of its unique 

structure and electrical properties, it has drawn great attentions in the fields of catalysis 

[151-153], electron nano-device [154, 155], solar cell [156], biosensor [157-159], 

magnetics [160], and so on. More importantly, VS2 plays a role in supercapacitor [150, 

161] and batteries (e.g. lithium/zinc-ion batteries (LIBs, ZIBs) [162, 163], Li-S batteries 

[164], sodium/potassium-ion batteries (SIBs, KIBs) [165] and all solid-state lithium 

batteries [166], etc). As SIB anode, their wide interlamellar spacing provides a channel 

for the rapid diffusion of Na+ that enhances electrochemical performance. Based on the 

first-principles calculation, Wang et al. pointed out that VS2 had a theoretical capacity 

as high as 466 mA h g−1 and a low output voltage of 0.48 V for SIBs [167], as well as 

high Na+ diffusion coefficient. It is worth emphasizing that the calculated result is 

feasible to the nanostructured VS2 while not the stacked bulk one. The Na+ storage 

performance of bulk VS2 is inferior due to the depressed reaction kinetic and the 

insufficient contact between electrode and electrolyte. Thus, it is vital to construct the 

ultrathin nanosheets to achieve the superior electrochemical performance. 

For example, Wang et al. fabricated the hierarchical VS2 nanosheets through a 

simple hydrothermal route [125]. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) investigation showed three 

platforms at 1.65, 0.75 and 0.32 V during the discharge process, representing the 

intercalation and conversion reactions. Rate tests indicated the capacities were as high 

as 750 and 533 mA h g−1 at 0.2 and 4 A g−1, respectively. Besides, it also showed a 

stable long cycling that the available capacities of 720 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles at 0.2 

A g−1 and 565 mA h g−1 after 1000 cycles at 2.0 A g−1 were remained, respectively. 



Further research based on DFT calculation demonstrated that the superior 

electrochemical performances were stemmed from the synergistic effect of its metallic 

nature and hierarchical spherical configuration. Choosing N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP) as the solvent, Zhou et al. prepared the hierarchical VS2 nanosheet assemblies 

(NSA) [124]. The synthesis process was illustrated in Fig. 3a. Atomic force microscope 

(AFM) measurement indicated the thickness of the nanosheet was about 10 layers. 

Appling as the anode for SIBs, it achieved a stable Na+ storage performance, e.g., 

showing 700 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles at 0.1 A g−1, and 550 and 400 mA h g−1 at 1 and 

2 A g−1, respectively. After 200 cycles at 1 A g−1, it still retained a capacity of about 

500 mA h g−1, exhibiting an excellent cycling stability. To solve the issue of 

agglomeration caused by (de)insertion of ions, Sun et al. introduced 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) into the synthesis and obtained novel VS2 layer-by-layer 

stacked nanosheets (VS2-SNSs) [118], and the formation process was presented in Fig. 

3b. With the assistance of -OH electrostatic interaction of PVP, VS2-SNSs exhibited 

superior cyclic stability due to the stable framework to adapt the volume variation. The 

rate capacities at 0.1, 5.0 and 20 A g−1 were 252, 203 and 150 mA h g−1, respectively. 

Long cycling test performance at 5 A g−1 reflected that it reserved 204 mA h g−1 after 

600 cycles. In addition, Li et al. built 3D hierarchical VS2 microrods consisted of small 

VS2 nano-grains through an in-situ etching route [142], as depicted in Fig. 3c. The SEM 

observation revealed that the nano-grains were nanosheets with a thickness of about 40 

nm. Working as the anode for SIBs, it could achieve a high capacity of 350 mA h g−1 

at 0.2 A g−1 after 200 cycles and 165 mA h g−1 at 5.0 A g−1.  



 

 

Fig. 3. a) Schematic illustration for the growth of VS2 NSA. Reproduced with 

permission [124]. Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH. b) Schematic illustration for the 

formation of layer-by-layer VS2-SNSs. Reproduced with permission [118]. Copyright 

2017, Elsevier. c) Schematic illustration for the in-situ chemical etching of VS2 

microrods. Reproduced with permission [142]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier. 

 

Incorporating with carbon material and regulating the voltage range will also have 

a significant effect on the electrochemical performance of VS2 anodes. For instance, Qi 

et al. prepared a hollow VS2@rGO architecture (VS2 HFS/rGO) [168]. Such structure 



had a hollow cavity with the diameter of 1–2 µm, and the constituted nanosheets had a 

thickness of 50–80 nm. As the anode for SIBs, it delivered a capacity of 355 mA h g−1 

at 0.1 A g−1 even after 500 cycles, and a rate capacity of 143 mA h g−1 at 2.0 A g−1. In 

contrast to the pure VS2 HFS, both capacity and stability were enhanced after the carbon 

hybridization treatment. By controlling the voltage range in 0.4−2.2 V, the VS2-SNSs 

showed a high rate capacity of 150 mA h g−1 at 20 A g−1 when measured in 1M 

NaSO3CF3 dissolved in diglyme (DGM) [118]. Yu et al. examined the hierarchical 

flower-like VS2 nanosheets in a wider voltage range of 0.3−3.0 V in the same 

electrolyte [94]. It confirmed that the nanosheets held admirable rate performance, 

which the discharge capacity reached 277 mA h g−1 at 20 A g−1, displaying an obvious 

preponderance in comparison to VS2-SNSs. Apart from above researches for VS2, Li et 

al. also discussed the effect of crystallinity on battery performance [169]. By 

constructing the single-crystal (S-VS2) and polycrystalline VS2 (P-VS2), it was found 

that S-VS2 had superior capacity and rate performance than the polycrystalline 

counterparts. Furthermore, the authors also found that electrochemical performance 

could be enhanced by coating a crystalline VOOH layer on the surface of VS2 

microflowers (c-VS2@VOOH) [170]. Electrochemical test indicated that it delivered a 

capacity of 330 mA h g−1 after 150 cycles at 0.2 A g−1, as well as rate capacities of 356 

and 224 mA h g−1 under 0.5 and 1.0 A g−1, respectively. Further analysis confirmed that 

the improvement of performance was ascribed to the surface sensitization and 

protection originated by VOOH. 

 



5.1.2 VS4. VS4, as one of the important and common member of vanadium sulfides, 

was firstly found in nature in last century (1906) [95]. It has a unique linear-chain 

structure, which is comprised of S2
2− dimers and V atoms. In the view along the chain 

axis, each V atom connects with four dimers, while every S2
2− unit links with two V 

atoms with strong covalent bonds. Whereas, parallel to the molecular chain, it is bonded 

with weak Van der Waals’ force. The interchain spacing is 5.83 Å and much bigger 

than the ionic radius of Na+. In this sense, VS4 can also be denoted as V4+(S2
2−)2. Due 

to such unique structure and large open channels, it provides a loosely stacked skeleton 

and numerous sites for the diffusion and storage of metal ions [171, 172].  

To date, the design of 3D hierarchical structure for host building is one of the main 

directions. In this arena, Li et al. made a lot of attempts to design varied assembled VS4 

nanostructures [93, 173-176]. For instance, by controlling the growth conditions, they 

constructed VS4 nanorods, nanobelts and nanocones [174]. It was found that the 

nanorod-samples exhibited the best performance, which was ascribed to the larger 

spacing of oriented (110) planes and its nanorod assembling. Thereafter, the authors 

constructed two types of VS4 microspheres. One was composed of (110)-oriented 

nanotubes (VS4 NT) and another was contained of (110)-oriented and bridged 

nanoblocks (VS4 NB) [173, 176]. It was revealed that both structures could enhance the 

diffusion of Na+, resulting in an outstanding Na+ storage performance. Specifically, VS4 

NT delivered rate capacities of 686 and 453 mA h g–1 at 0.05 and 1.0 A g–1, while VS4 

NB obtained 339 and 270 mA h g−1 at 0.1 and 2.0 A g−1, respectively. In addition, the 

authors prepared the 3D clew-like VS4 microspheres, which showed the capacities of 



345 and 293 mA h g−1 at 1.0 and 2.0 A g−1. And a reversible capacity of 412 mA h g−1 

was maintained after 230 cycles under the current density of 0.2 A g−1 [93]. 

Nevertheless, their cyclic stability is inferior, reflecting in the distinct capacity 

fluctuation during the cycling. 

Although the great progress have been made in VS4, the low inherent conductivity 

is insufficient to achieve satisfying battery performance. To improve the electrical 

conductivity of host materials, hybridizing with carbon materials, such as 

graphene/rGO and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is an effective strategy. For example, Sun 

et al. prepared the VS4/rGO composite for the first time and studied its electrochemical 

properties in SIBs [129]. The composite demonstrated an ICE of 75.1% and an initial 

discharge of 450.4 mA h g–1 at 0.1 A g–1. After 50 cycles, it could be retained at a 

capacity of about 240 mA h g–1. Further measurement showed that it held a rate capacity 

of 192.1 mA h g–1 at 0.8 A g–1. Using a simple hydrothermal route, Li et al. designed a 

composite structure [175], in which VS4 nanosheets randomly dispersed on the stacked 

graphene (VS4-G). The VS4-G exhibited a decent initial discharge capacity and ICE 

(967 mA h g–1; 71%). After 100 and 700 cycles at 0.1 and 1 A g–1, the high capacities 

of 463 and 232 mA h g–1 were remained, respectively. Besides, it also shows a higher 

rate capacity of 270.1 mA h g–1 at 2.4 A g–1. After that, Pang et al. designed the 

VS4@GS composite [177], in which the VS4 nanoparticles were anchored on graphene 

sheets by the assistance of a cationic surfactant. The synthesis route is showed in Fig. 

4a. From the observation of SEM and TEM (Fig. 4b-c), the VS4 nanopaticles were 

homogeneously anchored on the surface of GS. The size of VS4 could be regulated at 



10–40 nm by adjusting the amount of GS. Further analysis demonstrated that the mass 

ratio of VS4:GS and diameter of VS4 had an influence on the electrochemical properties. 

Among the various composites, the sample consisted of VS4 with diameter of 20–30 

nm and 30.9 wt% GS exhibited the best performance. The rate capacity of 188.1 mA h 

g–1 at 4.0 A g–1 was obtained. In addition, Wang et al. also constructed the similar 

composite [95], in which the cubic VS4 nanostructures were supported on rGO (VS4-

rGO). SEM observation indicated that the regular size of VS4 was about 200 nm. The 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results verified a mass content of about 8.6 wt% for 

rGO. The VS4-rGO anode exhibited an impressive performance. The obtained capacity 

was about 580 mA h g–1 after 50 cycles at 0.1 A g–1 and about 402 mA h g–1 after 300 

cycles at 0.5 A g–1. Furthermore, VS4-rGO showed high capacities of 446 and 123 mA 

h g–1 at current densities of 1.0 and 20.0 A g–1, respectively. A contrasted experiment 

demonstrated that VS4-rGO achieved the better cycling stability in ester-based than 

ether-based electrolytes. It was claimed that such outstanding battery properties was 

originated from synergistic effect of the two constitutions, namely the shortened the 

diffusion path of Na+ ions and the enlarged contact areas between the electrolyte and 

active materials (Fig. 4d). Moreover, because of the formation of more surface 

active sites, this composite structure was beneficial to transportation of electrons/ions 

in the electrochemical process. 



 

Fig. 4. a) Schematic illustration for the synthesis route, b-c) TEM images of VS4@GS 

nanocomposites. Reproduced with permission [177]. Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH. 

d) Schematic illustration of the charge carriers transfer and Na+ storage mechanisms of 

VS4-rGO composite. Reproduced with permission [95]. Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH. 

 

Apart from the attempts made in morphological and composite design, the 

function of electrolyte cannot be overlooked. The 1D chain-like structure of ether is 

considered to facilitate the transportation of charge carriers (electrons/ions) in chain-

like hosts. By comparing the capacity and stability of VS4 in different solvents, Guo et 



al. found that it could achieve better performance in DGM than in EC/DEC [178]. The 

supposed mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 5a. In the initial intercalation/activation stage, 

the interlayer spacing of (110) increased owing to the intercalation of solvents and 

sodium ions in DGM-containing system. The increased interlayer spacing provided a 

larger diffusion channel and contact areas between electrolyte and active compounds. 

Besides, the solvent intercalated into hosts could prevent the collapse and buffer the 

structural change due to its unique structure and organic groups. After the full discharge, 

the formed products, such as V and Na2S, would generate agglomeration in EC/DEC 

system, while uniformly dispersed along the channel in DGM solvent. Thus, the 

superior electrochemical properties (high CE and capacity) were achieved. Pham et al. 

obtained a performance without fade in ether-based electrolyte [179]. In DGM solvent, 

VS4 delivered the high rate capacities of 261 and 182 mA h g−1 at 20 and 30 A g−1, 

respectively. Moreover, it also exhibited the excellent cycling stability. The discharge 

capacities were as high as nearly 520 and 460 mA h g−1 after over 400 (at 1 A g−1) and 

1000 (at 5 A g−1) cycles, respectively, which was almost no capacity and CE fading. 

The binding energies of V and S were analyzed by using the ex-situ XPS in 

charge/discharge stages (Fig. 5b). It had found that the higher stability and capacity 

were attributed to the presence of stable SEI layers that may limit the dissolution of 

polysulfides.  



 

Fig. 5. a) Schematic illustration for possible mechanism of sodium ions transport in 

DGM and EC/DEC solvents. Reproduced with permission [178]. Copyright 2017, 

Elsevier. b) Ex-situ XPS result of V 2p (I) and S 2p (II) at different discharge/charge 

states during the first cycle, and (III, IV) the comparison of the fully discharged/charged 

states between the 1st and 10th cycles. Reproduced with permission [179]. Copyright 

2018, Elsevier. 

 

5.1.3 V2S3. V2S3 is a relative unfamiliar metal sulfide in reported research. Peering 

into the crystal structure, V2S3 has a primitive hexagonal polymorph with abundant and 

large internal tunnels for ion diffusion (d(100) = d(010) = 5.69 Å, d(006) = 3.74 Å). 

According to the theoretical calculation based on a complete conversion reaction, V2S3 

could get a maximum capacity of about 810 mA h g−1. It is therefore good for SIBs to 

be a promising anode. However, the controllable and stable synthesis of pure phase is 

difficult, resulting scare attempt on the research of V2S3 recently. 

By the assisting of glycerol, Shen et al. developed a general strategy to synthesis 

metal sulfides which coated with a carbon shell (MS⸦C) [180], especially for the 



carbon-coated V2S3 (V2S3⸦C) spheres. Morphology observation based on SEM and 

TEM revealed that the V2S3⸦C had a highly uniform diameter of about 400 nm. 

Structural examinations using XRD and HRTEM also verified the high purity and 

crystallinity of samples. The remarkable electrochemical performance was obtained 

when used as anode for SIBs, which delivered discharge/charge capacities of 850/777 

mA h g−1 at 0.1 A g−1 in the first cycle with an extremely high ICE of 91.4%. Then, it 

soon tended to be stable since the second cycle, with a reversible capacity of about 750 

mA h g−1. Long cycling test performed at 1.5 A g−1 revealed that a slight capacity fading 

would happen in the initial 15 cycles, following a reactivation process for less than 50 

cycles (15–50 cycles). After running 600 cycles, it still kept a cheering cyclic stability 

without capacity attenuation (over 450 mA h g−1). Rate measurement on V2S3⸦C 

showed that it could reach 400 mA h g−1 under the current density of 4 A g−1. A 

comparison for rate performance was also conducted between V2S3⸦C and pure V2S3, 

verified the enhancement of carbon shell. Moreover, the ex-situ XRD technology was 

employed to disclose the Na+ storage mechanism of V2S3⸦C, which belonged to a 

conversion reaction with the discharge products of Na2S and V. 

 

5.1.4 V3S4. V3S4, another vanadium sulfide, is also denoted as V0.5VS2. It features 

a distorted NiAs-typed structure, which can be regarded as a V atom layer linked in two 

VS2 monolayer blocks (VS2-V-VS2). Such structure can provide multi-dimensional 

pathways for charge carriers (both of electrons and ions) diffusion. Similar to the above-

mentioned vanadium sulfides, the pristine V3S4 has experienced several problems like 



poor conductivity, the serious volume change, and electrolyte dissolution of polysulfide. 

In order to improve the conductivity and remit the structural distortion, Liu et al. 

constructed the V3S4@C nanosheets assembled hierarchical nanotubes (V3S4@C NS-

HNTs) using V-based MOF (MIL-47) as the precursor [181]. The concrete formation 

of samples is depicted in Fig. 6a. Observation using SEM and TEM (Fig. 6a) revealed 

that V3S4@C NS-HNTs were emerged as uniformly 1D nanostructures with nano-

tubular feature, which are composed of ultrathin nanosheets with the thickness of 1.2 

to 9.5 nm. Serving as anodes for alkali ion batteries (including LIBs, SIBs and KIBs), 

V3S4@C NS-HNTs showed the low ICE values (62 % for LIBs, 40 % for SIBs, and 37 % 

for KIBs, respectively). After the irreversible capacity loss in the formation of SEI and 

activation, it quickly reached high Coulombic efficiencies (CE) for SIBs and KIBs, 

which were over 90% and 95% from the 3rd cycle and the 6th cycle, respectively. A 

facile pre-intercalation of alkali metal ions was reported to enhance the ICE, which 

realized 86 %, 77 % and approximately 80% for LIBs, SIBs and KIBs, respectively. 

The cycling behavior of samples demonstrated that it reserved the capacities of 974 

(LIBs, at 0.1 A g−1), 578 (SIBs, at 0.1 A g−1), and 432 (KIBs, at 0.05 A g−1) mA h g−1 

after 100 cycles. In addition, a long cycling test was taken under the current density of 

1 A g−1, which the reversible capacity retained 616 (LIBs), 393 (SIBs) and 213 (KIBs) 

mA h g−1 after 1000 cycles. Interestingly, a grievous capacity fading occurred in LIBs 

and SIBs, while it kept stabilization in KIBs since about 1700 cycles (Fig. 6b). After 

4000 cycles, it held an available capacity of about 182 mA h g−1 for KIBs, even higher 

than that of LIBs and SIBs. To get insight view into the extraordinary phenomenon 



between LIBs/SIBs and KIBs, in-depth structural analyses combined HRTEM 

observation and in-situ XRD monitoring were taken to LIBs and KIBs. In the initial 

cathodic process, it observed that the formation of LixV3S4 at 1.5 V (vs. Li+/Li) for LIBs 

(Fig. 6c, SIBs were seen as sharing a similar structural evolution with LIBs), and the 

similar result (KxV3S4) was observed at 0.82–0.01 V (vs. K+/K) for KIBs. The Li2S and 

V peaks were created from continuing discharge to 0.90–0.17 V, while no 

corresponding counterparts were discharged in KIBs. In the anodic process, the inverse 

structural transformations were also confirmed in LIBs and KIBs. It could therefore be 

asserted that V3S4@C NS-HNTs had double storage mechanisms (intercalation and 

conversion reactions) for LIBs and SIBs while only an intercalation response was 

experienced for KIBs.  

 



Fig. 6. a) Schematic illustration of the preparation for V3S4@C NS-HNTs and their 

electrochemical characterization, b) long-term cycling for LIBs, SIBs and KIBs, c) the 

1st discharge/charge plots, and the corresponding contour plots and selected in-situ 

XRD patterns at different discharge/charge states for LIBs. SIBs had a similar 

electrochemical process to LIBs. Reproduced with permission [181]. Copyright 2019, 

WILEY-VCH. 

 

5.1.5 V5S8. Similar to V3S4, V5S8 also features a NiAs-typed structure with the V 

vacancies ordered placing in lattice, forming a 3D superstructure. In particular, the 

distorted VS2 unit can be regarded as the fact that these additional V atoms, including 

the vacant and occupied V, partially occupy the 1/4 vacant sites between units (or VS2 

monolayers). In addition, within the primary unit of VS2 monolayer, adjacent VS6 

octahedrons connect to each other with a face-share form. In this sense, V5S8 is also 

denoted in formula as V0.25VS2. Moreover, such 3D crystallographic configuration is 

beneficial for the production and transport of electronic/ionic charge carriers to provide 

multiple pathways for diffusion of electrons and ions [96, 182, 183]. Thus, V5S8 is 

hoped to yield unusually brilliant results in batteries. 

Through a chemical exfoliation method, Yang et al. reported the preparation of 

V5S8 (ce-V5S8) and the ce-V5S8 hybrid with graphite (ce-V5S8-C) [92]. As presented in 

Fig. 7a, a schematic illustration of the specific formation for ce-V5S8-C is depicted. The 

morphologically based survey of ce-V5S8 and ce-V5S8-C using SEM and TEM (Fig. 7b) 

technologies revealed the ultrathin nanosheets with thicknesses of 12 to 15, and 6.79 to 



8.49 nm, respectively. To evaluate their electrochemical performance, a galvanostatic 

charge/discharge (GCD) measurement was operated firstly at 0.1 A g−1. In the first 

cycle, ce-V5S8-C delivered discharge/charge capacities of about 900/700 mA h g−1, 

while the values for ce-V5S8 were about 700/640 mA h g−1 with a higher ICE. However, 

assisted by the hybrid carbon, it quickly got stable since the 2nd cycle, while the pure 

phase sample failed in keeping stable. Rate test for ce-V5S8-C showed high capacities 

of 682 and 344 mA h g−1 at 0.1 and 10.0 A g−1, demonstrating a superior rate 

performance for SIBs. Moreover, long-term cycling was examined at 1.0 A g−1, which 

maintained a discharge capacity of 496 mA h g−1 and a CE over 99.5% after 500 cycles 

as depicted in Fig. 7c. To make out the Na+ storage in ce-V5S8-C, CV and in-situ XRD 

were employed in charge/discharge. Results on the basis of CV showed that the partial 

and complete sodiation was at 0.53 and 0.11 V, which corresponds to formation of 

NaxV5S8 and conversion to Na2S and V, respectively. Similarly, a same conclusion was 

also supported by the in-situ XRD, demonstrating the multi-step process in cycling. 

Hence, the sodium storage mechanism and electrochemical process for ce-V5S8-C 

could be depicted as following (Fig. 7d): in discharge process, it contained three stages, 

corresponding to intercalation (I), coexistence of intercalation and conversion (II), and 

conversion (III) reactions, respectively. While in charge stage, two processes of 

conversion (IV) and deintercalation (V) reactions were involved. Nevertheless, one 

should be noted is that from stage II to IV, the V5S8 would suffer from a structural 

deformation and volume change. It was precisely because of the stabilization assisted 

by hybrid C, ce-V5S8-C avoided the fast capacity fading in cycling. 



 

 

Fig. 7. a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis, b) TEM image, c) long cycling 

measurement at 1.0 A g−1, and d) schematic illustration of the energy storage 

mechanism of the ce-V5S8-C composite. Reproduced with permission [92]. Copyright 

2017, RSC. 

 

5.2 Vanadium Selenides 

As the congeners of vanadium sulfides, vanadium selenides are also placed great 

expectations on the energy storage. They also possess many members, e.g., VSe, VSe1.5, 



VSe2, V2Se9, V3Se4, V5Se4, V5Se8, and V7Se8, etc. [184, 185]. Although vanadium 

selenides have a larger relative atomic mass in comparison to their sulfide counterparts, 

they usually equip a better electronic conductivity and larger interlayer spacing, perhaps 

leading to superior battery performances. Moreover, they do not suffer from the 

confusion of the dissolved polysulfides, endowing a better cyclic stability. Thus, 

vanadium selenides also have drawn numerous attentions for SIBs. 

5.2.1 VSe2. Like the VS2, the VSe2 has a similar structure to the graphene 

and MoS2, with a spacing between (001) planes of 6.11 Å. In addition, as one of the 

typical TMDs, due to the strong electron coupling interaction between the V4+-V4+ pairs, 

it appears a metallic character and favorable electrical properties [186-190]. 

Nevertheless, it is still a challenge to construct VSe2 nanostructures. 

Using vanadium, selenium powders and super P as reaction agents, Yang et al. 

obtained the carbon-coated vanadium selenium composites (VSe2/C) through a ball-

milling method [191]. The composite had an appearance of uneven agglomerates with 

a size of several microns. When applied for SIBs, it delivered a discharge capacity of 

651 mA h g−1 and an ICE less than 80% at 0.1 A g−1. The capacities gradually decreased 

from 437 to 132 mA h g−1 when increasing the current density from 0.05 to 2.0 A g−1. 

Then, Ming et al. synthesized the VSe2 nanosheet assemblies (NSA) using a 

solvothermal method [120]. The VSe2 NSA presented an open hierarchical 

configuration, which was composed by ultrathin nanosheets with a thickness of around 

10 nm. To future enhance its electrochemical properties, an in-situ carbon coating 

treatment was executed to construct the VSe2 NSA/C composite. In contrast with the 



VSe2/C, VSe2 NSA/C exhibited better performance, of which the rate capacities 

reached 576 and 450 mA h g−1 at 0.05 and 0.5 A g−1, respectively. The CV results 

verified that the electrochemical processes of VSe2 were similar to V3S4 and V5S8, 

which underwent the intercalation and conversion during the discharge process. 

As is mentioned above, building 3D connected nanostructures is effective for 

anodes. Especially, some unique biological structures are ideal prototypes, which bring 

enlightenment for materials design. For example, rough endoplasmic reticulum is 

constructed by lots of connected flat sacs and ribosomes located on outer surfaces. 

Benefiting by such peculiar structure, it could realize the rapid sending of signals and 

adsorbing of nutrients in operating state. Inspired by that, Wu et al. designed a rough 

endoplasmic reticulum-like 3D VSe2/rGO aerogel through a two-step process [192], 

where VSe2 flowers were analogous to ribosomes and rGO matched to rough 

endoplasmic reticulum. The schematic structure of samples is presented in Fig. 8a. SEM 

and TEM observation revealed that VSe2 had the appearance of nanoflowers which 

uniformly distributed on the both sides of rGO (Fig. 8b). Besides, Brunner-Emmet-

Teller (BET) measurement indicated that it had a specific surface area of 139.2 m2 g−1 

and pore volume of 0.66 cm3 g−1. Two cathodic peaks at 1.2 and 1.7 V in the CV curve, 

corresponding to the formation of the NaxVSe2 and Na2Se, were observed in SIBs. To 

examine its rate performance, the current densities were added from 0.05 to 5.0 A g−1, 

which showed capacities dropping from 365 to 163.8 mA h g−1. In addition, as 

presented in Fig. 8c, it maintained a useable capacity of 200 mA h g−1 after 5000 cycles 

for long-term cycling assessed at 1.0 A g−1, demonstrating a superior cyclic stability. 



 

 

Fig. 8. a) Schematic illustration of the preparation, b) TEM image, and c) long-term 

cycling performance of the 3D VSe2/rGO aerogel. Reproduced with permission [192]. 

Copyright 2019, RSC. 

 

5.2.2 VSe1.5. Apart from the VSe2, the study of vanadium selenides for SIBs is 

relative rare. So for, to our best knowledge, only one work focused on VSe1.5 was 

reported by Xu et al. in 2019 [193]. Employing an electrospinning method, the authors 

obtained a novel VSe1.5/carbon nanofiber (VSe1.5/CNF) composite. From the 

morphological observation based on SEM and TEM, the CNF had a uniform diameter 

of about 100 nm, while the VSe1.5 nanoparticles were distributed in the channels inside 

the CNF. A further TGA calculation showed that the VSe1.5 took a mass percentage of 

33.08%. To comprehend the ions storage ability, the electrochemical measurements 

were carried out for LIBs, SIBs and KIBs, respectively. VSe1.5/CNF delivered a 



discharge of 1296 mA h g−1 and an ICE of 62.4% at 0.5 A g−1 for LIB. However, it soon 

reached a CE of nearly 100% from the second cycle. For long cycling tests, it retained 

821 mA h g−1 after 200 cycles at 0.5 A g−1 and 932 mA h g−1 after 400 cycles at 1.0 A 

g−1, respectively. For SIBs, it achieved an approximate ICE value of 62% while lower 

initial discharge capacity of 912 mA h g−1 at 0.05 A g−1. After running 50 cycles, it kept 

a capacity of 668 mA h g−1 with a CE of 93%. Increasing the current density to 0.2 and 

2.0 A g−1, the stable and reversible capacities of 388 (after 500 cycles) and 265 mA h 

g−1 (after 6000 cycles) were reserved. As to KIBs, it exhibited relatively lower capacity 

owing to the larger structural transformation caused by K+. However, the capacity of 

177 mA h g−1 at 1.0 A g−1 after 100 cycles was still achieved and the CE (nearly 100%) 

was meritorious. To disclose the concrete electrochemical reactions occurred in 

charge/discharge process, a CV measurement was performed and analyzed. The result 

revealed that NaxVSe1.5 and V were formed at 1.3 and 0.7 V in the discharge stage, 

indicating a similar Na+ storage mechanism to most VCs mentioned above. 

 

6. Summary and Outlook 

Vanadium chalcogenides have, so far, achieved considerable advances in energy 

conversion/storage, particularly VS2 and VS4. However, it is still a challenging task to 

pave the way for the future as emerging anodes for SIBs. In view of the challenges 

facing VCs and the incipient ambiguity, further efforts should be made to improve 

electrochemical properties and to divulge the underlying science. So we take a look at 

the scientific and technical issues that need to be addressed. A comprehension of its 



storage mechanism and electrochemical process is critical to a better modification of 

the active material. In some cases, however, there is still a dispute, particularly on 

layered materials. For example, the VS2 stacking layers are retained with a weak Van 

der Waals’ strength and are generally seen as an intercalation reaction when ions load 

and release via the interlayer channels. Zhou et al. observed the severe cracks and 

pulverization of VS2 nanosheets in cycling [124], and pointed out that a conversion 

reaction occurred following the intercalation reaction. The similar situation was also 

found in VSe2 nanosheets [194]. So certain real-time detections are to achieve more 

accurate structural and compositional changes. In addition, the stable SEI layer is still 

perplexing for researchers, as the existing technologies make it hard to unveil its 

formation and structural change. Although many advanced characterization tools are 

available nowadays, e.g. ex-situ and/or in-situ XRD, Raman, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), the detecting sensitivity and precision for the evolution process is 

still insufficient.  

The mass transfer mechanism of charges (mainly ions) is another topic that is 

hoped to be uncovered. It is associated with electrodes’ surface chemistries, including 

morphology, composition, defects and surface states. In addition, the crystallographic 

feature, like anisotropy or isotropy, differentiates between diffusion barrier and 

pathway. The dynamics calculation based on crystal structures therefore helps to 

understand the process of mass transfer. Moreover, the intrinsic disadvantages of 

vanadium sulfides, such as the shuttle effect of polysulfides and phlegmatic kinetic 

reactions, are challenges to overcome. Another objective is to reduce the change in 



volume in order to achieve better rate performance. Two solutions can be used: one 

optimizes the voltage range so only intercalation reaction is induced. Although the rate 

and cyclic stability are reasonably good, a capacity sacrifice is indispensable. Another 

one is the above-mentioned morphological design. The feasible configurations, such as 

cross-linked porous nanostructures, 3D hierarchical nanosheets, yolk-shell and hollow 

core/shell or heterojunctions, are in favor of buffering the structural deformation. 

Moreover, higher capacity could be obtained by increasing the contribution of redox 

pseudocapacitive charge storage, which is attributed to larger specific surface area. 

The electrolytes can affect the diffusion of ions, SEI stability and side reactions as 

discussed in the modification strategies section. Therefore, the study of electrolytes is 

necessary and significant for the sake of improving electrochemical performance 

and fundamental cognition. Up until now, however, ether-based electrolytes have still 

rarely been reported other than ester-based electrolytes, such as EC/DEC. More 

attention should also be paid to the concentration of salts, the composition of 

electrolytes and appropriate additives. The advance in materials requiring advanced 

synthetic technique for further application is the essence of high-performance 

electrodes. Due to the multi valence of vanadium element and mutable partial pressure 

of oxygen and sulfur or selenium (S/O or Se/O), the synthesis of pure VCs is still 

difficult. Generally, other vanadium compound products are found easily in final VC 

products, such as vanadium oxides or vanadium-containing products with various 

valence states. New synthetic technology is therefore urgently needed in order to 

promote VCs. In addition, to put VCs in further practice, it is necessary to come up with 



viable strategies to bridge the gap between laboratory research and industrial production. 

At the same time, a widespread analysis and a consistent preparation in industrial 

environments are another fundamental and technological issue, which is caused by the 

transformation from laboratory to commercial production. Finally, emphasis should be 

placed on the recycling of vanadium compounds. It is worthy of noting that the 

vanadium ions are toxic and harmful to human and the environment. It ideally hoped to 

lead to the production of a green and environmentally friendly battery technology free 

of pollution from scrapped electrode material. This is where the recycling of materials 

that contain vanadium is considered.  

 

 

Table 1 A summary of the charge storage mechanism for the reported VCs in SIBs. 

VCs Storage mechanism Ref. 

VS2 VS2 + 2Na+ + 2e− ↔ Na2VS2 [94] 

VS2 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxVS2 

NaxVS2 + (4 − x)Na+ + (4 − x)e− ↔ 2Na2S + V 

[124] 

VS4 Discharging process: 

Na+ intercalation: VS4 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxVS4  

Na+ conversion: NaxVSx + (8 − x)Na+ + (8 − x)e− → 4Na2S + V 

Charging process 

Na+ conversion: 4Na2S + V → VS4 + 8Na+ + 8e− 

[179] 

V5S8 Discharging process: [92] 



Na+ intercalation: V5S8 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxV5S8 (> 0.4 V)    

Na+ intercalation: V5S8 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxV5S8  

and partial Na+ conversion: 

NaxV5S8 + (16 − x)Na+ + (16 − x)e− → Na2S + 5V (0.4−0.25 V)   

Full Na+ conversion:  

NaxV5S8 + (16 − x)Na+ + (16 − x)e− → 8Na2S + 5V (< 0.25 V)                                        

Charging process: 

8Na2S + 5V → NaxV5S8 + (16 − x)Na+ + (16 − x)e− (˂1.35 V)      

NaxV5S8 → V5S8 + xNa+ + xe− (˃1.35 V)       

V3S4 V3S4 + xNa+ + xe− ↔ NaxV3S4 

NaxV3S4 + (8 − x)Na+ + (8 − x)e− ↔ 4Na2S + 3V 

[181] 

V2S3 Intercalation: V2S3 + 𝑥Na+ + 𝑥e− ↔ NaxV2S3 (> 0.8 V) 

Conversion: NaxV2S3 + (6 − x)Na+ + (6 − x)e− ↔ 3Na2S + 2V 

Full reaction: V2S3 + 6Na+ + 6e− ↔ 3Na2S + 2V 

[180] 

VSe2 Discharge process 

VSe2 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxVSe2 

NaxVSe2 + (2 − x)Na+ + (2 − x)e− → VSe + Na2Se 

Charge process: 

V + Na2Se → VSe + 2Na+ + 2e− 

VSe + Na2Se → NaxVSe2 + (2 − x)Na+ + (2 − x)e− 

NaxVSe2 → VSe2 + xNa+ + xe− 

[192] 

VSe1.5 VSe1.5 + xNa+ + xe− → NaxVS1.5  [193] 



2NaxVS1.5 + (6 − x)Na+ + (6 − x)e− → 3Na2Se + 2V 

 

 

 

Table 2 A summary of the electrochemical performances of VCs anodes for SIBs 

VCs Electrolyte Voltage 

range (V) 

Cycling performance 

(mA h g–1/n/mA g–1) 

Maximum rate 

capability 

(mA h g–1/mA g–1) 

Ref. 

VS2 VS2-50 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 350/200th/200 230/2000 [142] 

NTO-VS2 1M NaClO4 in EC/PC(1:1 

vol%+ 3% FEC)  

0.01–2.5 298/50th/20 

203/100th/200 

75/4000 [136] 

c-VS2@VOOH. 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 330/150th/200 113/5000 [170] 

VS2 HFS/RGO 1 M NaClO4 in EC/PC (1:1 

vol% + 5% FEC) 

0.1–2.5 355/500th/100 143/2000 [168] 

S-VS2 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 403/200th/200 172/1000 [169] 

flower-like VS2 1 M NaSO3CF3 in DGM 0.30–3.0 620/50th/100 

364/700th/2000 

313/700th/5000 

277/20000 [94] 

VS2 spheres 1 M NaSO3CF3 in DGM 0.3–3.0 720/100th/200 533/4000 [125] 



565/1000th/2000 

VS2 NSA 1 M NaClO4 in EC/DEC 

(1:1 vol% + 6% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 700/100th/100 400/2000 [124] 

VS2-SNSs 1 M NaSO3CF3 in DGM 0.4–2.2 245/100th/200 

204/600th/5000 

150/20000 [118] 

VS4 VS4/RGO 1 M NaPF6 in DGM 0.01–2.2 400/30th/100 300/800 [178] 

VS4/rGO 1 M NaClO4 in DMC/EC 

(1:1 vol%) 

0.01–2.2 241/50th/100 192/800 [129] 

VS4-G 1M NaClO4  in EC/DEC 

(1:1 vol% + 5 wt% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 463/100th/100 

232/700th/1000 

270/2400 [175] 

VS4/GS 1.0 M NaCF3SO3 in 

DEGDME 

0.3–3.0 349/100th/100 

222/1200th/500 

188/4000 [177] 

VS4-rGO 1 M NaPF6 in EC/DEC 

(1:1 vol% + 3% FEC) 

0.01–3.0 540/50th/100 

402/300th/500 

123/20000 [95] 

3D 

MWCNTs@a-

C/VS4 

1 M NaClO4 in 

EC/DEC(1:1 vol% + 2 

wt% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 573/30th/100 175/2000 [130] 

PNBH-VS4 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.05–3.0 629/200th/200 

400/700th/2000 

309/1000th/5000 

312/2000 [195] 

VS4-5 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 412/230th/200 201/5000 [93] 



microspherical 

VS4 

1M NaPF6 in DGM 0.0–2.5 520/400th/1000 

380/1000th/5000 

182/30000 [179] 

hairball‑like 

VS4 

1 M NaSO3CF3 in DGM 0.2–3.0 660/500th/1000 

589/500th/3000 

258/1000th/10000 

101/1000th/20000 

90/5000 [126] 

VS4-20 h 1 M NaSO3CF3 in DGM 0.5–3.0 472/100th/200 

410/400th/1000 

288/10000 [119] 

VS4 

microspheres 

winded 

1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.01–3.0 301/120th/200 

(0.5–3 V) 

453/1000 

(0.01–3 V) 

[176] 

SB-VS4 1 M NaCF3SO3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 488/60th/200 

268/1000th/1000 

270/2000 [173] 

nanorod-VS4 1 M NaSO3CF3 in 

DIGLYME 

0.5–3.0 225/200th/500 122/5000 [174] 

V2S3 V2S3⊂C 1 M NaPF6 in DEGDME 0.01–3.0 525/600th/1500 410/4000 [180] 

V3S4 V3S4@C NS-

HNTs 

1 M NaClO4 in PC/EC (1:1 

vol% + 5 wt% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 578/100th/100 

383/1000th/1000 

--- [181] 

V5S8 ce-V5S8-C 1 M NaClO4 in PC 0.01–3.0 496/500th/1000 344/10000 [92] 

VSe2 VSe2/rGO 1 M NaClO4 in EC/DEC 

(1:1 vol% + 5 wt% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 192/5000th/1000 164/5000 [192] 

VSe2 NSA/C 1 M NaClO4 in EC/DMC 0.01–2.5 557/50th/100 450/500 [120] 



(1:1 vol%) 

VSe2/C 1 MNaClO4 in in EC/DEC 

(1:1 vol% + 5 wt% FEC)  

0.01–3.0 467/50th/100 132/2000 [191] 

VSe1.5 VSe1.5/CNF 1 M NaClO4 in EC/DMC 

(1:1 vol% + 5% FEC) 

0.01–3.0 668/50th/50 

388/500th/200 

265/6000th/2000 

--- [193] 
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